
Planning Development Management Committee
Approval of Matters Specified in Conditions

170132/MSC: Approval of matters specified in Condition 5 
(Topographical Surveys) and Condition 6 (Coastal Edge Monitoring 
Plan), of PPiP Ref No: P151742 (Aberdeen Harbour Expansion Project) 
at Land at Bay of Nigg, Coast Road / Greyhope Road, Torry, Aberdeen

For: Aberdeen Harbour Board

Application Date: 17 February 2017
Officer: Andrew Miller
Wards: Torry/Ferryhill & Kincorth/Nigg/Cove
Community Councils: Torry & Cove and Altens
Advertisement: Cannot notify all neighbours
Advertised Date: 1 March 2017
Committee Date: 20 April 2017

Location Plan                                  Aberdeen City Council. Licence Number: 100023401 - 2017

RECOMMENDATION: Approve Conditionally

SITE DESCRIPTION

The site comprises a 30ha linear stretch of inland coastline at Bay of Nigg, running 
from the Girdleness to Gregness headlands, and to the east of the railway line 
heading southwards.
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RELEVANT HISTORY

Application Number Proposal
P151742 Planning Permission in Principle for infrastructure to facilitate 

construction of new deep water harbour granted consent 26 
May 2016 by Council. Application was subject to a pre-
determination hearing on 15 March 2016.

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL

Approval of matters specified in conditions 5 and 6 of Planning Permission in 
Principle ref. P151742 is sought. 

Condition 5 states:

That, no development associated with the road and drainage works pursuant to the 
planning permission in principle hereby approved shall be carried out until such time 
as a further application has been made to the Planning Authority for approval of the 
matters specified in this condition and such approval has been granted; these 
matters being a pre-works Topographical Survey and a programme for submission of 
a post-works Topographical Survey. The surveys shall demonstrate that the works 
proposed under this application will not have any additional detrimental effect on the 
supporting coast line on Grey Hope Road and the Coast Road as a result of the 
proposed development, and thereafter all approved works shall be implemented in 
accordance with the details therein - in the interests of road safety.

A pre-works topographical survey, along with a post works programme for 
topographical surveys has been submitted in support of the application. 

Condition 6 states:

That, no development associated with the road and drainage works pursuant to the 
planning permission in principle hereby approved shall be carried out until such time 
as a further application has been made to the Planning Authority, within 2 years from 
the date of the planning permission in principle hereby approved, for approval of the 
matters specified in this condition and such approval has been granted; these 
matters being a Monitoring Plan. The plan shall demonstrate that the works 
proposed under this application will not have a detrimental effect on the existing 
coastal edge on Grey Hope Road and the Coast Road, and shall include relevant 
measures to ensure they are not put at risk as a result of the proposed development.  
Thereafter all approved works shall be implemented in accordance with the details 
therein - in the interests of road safety.

In support of condition 6, a Roads Monitoring Plan has been provided which details a 
methodology for the survey of Greyhope Road and Coast Road pre-works. 
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SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS

All drawings and supporting documents listed below can be viewed on the Council’s 
website at https://publicaccess.aberdeencity.gov.uk/online-
applications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=documents&keyVal=OLBJ0GBZIWJ00

CONSULTATIONS

Consultee Comments Made
ACC - Roads 
Development 
Management Team

No objections – noted that surveys also requirement of 
RCC process.

ACC - Flooding And 
Coastal Protection

No objection subject to condition ensuring embankments 
are surveyed as part of the coastal edge monitoring.

Network Rail 
Infrastructure Ltd.

No objections.

Torry Community 
Council

No comments received.

Cove and Altens 
Community Council

No comments received.

REPRESENTATIONS

None

REASON FOR REFFERAL TO COMMITTEE

The application has been referred to the Planning Development Management 
Committee for determination because the application falls within the category of a 
national development (as defined in the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) 1997 
(as amended by the Planning etc. (Scotland) Act 2006)), and thus falls out with the 
Council’s Scheme of Delegation. A national development is development designated 
in the Scottish Government’s National Planning Framework 3.

PLANNING POLICY

National Planning Framework 3

Identifies Aberdeen Harbour as being a “nationally-important” facility which:

 supports the oil and gas sector;
 provides passenger and freight links to Orkney and Shetland; and 
 provides international freight links,

all of which make a significant contribution to the economy of the North East. It 
states that expansion is required in order to address current capacity constraints at 
the harbour.

Aberdeen Local Development Plan 2017

https://publicaccess.aberdeencity.gov.uk/online-applications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=documents&keyVal=OLBJ0GBZIWJ00
https://publicaccess.aberdeencity.gov.uk/online-applications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=documents&keyVal=OLBJ0GBZIWJ00
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/asp/2006/17/section/1
http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0045/00453683.pdf
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OP62 – Nigg Bay - Aberdeen Harbour 
T1 – Land for Transport
B5 – Aberdeen Harbour

EVALUATION

Sections 25 and 37(2) of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 
require that where, in making any determination under the planning acts, regard is to 
be had to the provisions of the Development Plan and that determination shall be 
made in accordance with the plan, so far as material to the application unless 
material considerations indicate otherwise. 

Principle of Development

National Planning Framework 3 (NPF) identifies an area of land surrounding the Bay 
of Nigg for the expansion of Aberdeen Harbour and associated infrastructure. OP62 
– Nigg Bay is an opportunity site identified in the Aberdeen Local Development Plan 
2017 (ALDP) for the provision of a harbour expansion project. The principle of the 
onshore infrastructure to support the harbour expansion has been established under 
Planning Permission in Principle (PPiP) ref. 151742. 

Condition 5 – Topographical Surveys

The programme provided states that fortnightly visual inspections will take place by 
the main contractor during construction of Aberdeen Harbour Expansion Project 
(AHEP). Following completion of AHEP (estimated April 2020), a further 
topographical survey will be undertaken to detect any deterioration of the coastal 
edge. Subsequent mitigation works will be undertaken to bring the road to the pre-
works standard if required. All survey will be undertaken to detect any deterioration 
of the coastal edge. Subsequent mitigation works will be undertaken to bring the 
road to the pre-works standard if required. Comments received from consultees have 
not objected to the plan and its content.

Accordingly, the information provided in respect of condition 5 is considered to be 
acceptable.

Condition 6 – Coastal Edge Monitoring

The monitoring plan provided states Coast Road will be visually inspected by the 
main contractor on a fortnightly basis. Assessment and repair will be carried out 
where early signs of deterioration are seen. These surveys and works will continue 
until the realigned road is completed. A final survey will be carried out to ensure 
compliance and a final report prepared to confirm the conditions of the coastal edge 
have not been detrimentally affected. As Greyhope Road will be closed during 
construction works, the methodology similar to that for Coast Road will be adopted 
albeit visual surveys will be on a monthly basis. 

Comments received from consultees have not objected to the plan and its content.
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Accordingly, the information provided in respect of condition 6 is considered to be 
acceptable.

RECOMMENDATION: Approve Conditionally

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION

The methodologies contained within the supporting information are considered 
suitable to ensure the proposed enabling works for Aberdeen Harbour Expansion 
Project would not result in significant degradation to the local road network and 
coastal edge and would accord with the aims of policies B5 – Aberdeen Harbour and 
T1 – Land for Transport of the Aberdeen Local Development Plan 2017.

CONDITIONS

1. For the avoidance of doubt, the coastal edge, as defined in “Aberdeen 
Harbour Expansion Project - Pre-works Topographical Survey Report and 
Post Works Programme of Surveys by Dragados (AHEP-DRA-SUR-0003 Rev 
0)” hereby approved, shall incorporate all verges, edges and embankments 
from the roadsides to the foreshore identified within the plan.

Reason – To ensure all the coastal edge and supporting embankments are 
sufficiently monitored and protected during construction works.


